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AS A POTENTIAL HYDRAULIC FLUID: CORN OIL BEHAVIOR
CHARACTERISTICS EXAMINATION
Mohammed Hassan Jabal1, 2,*, Abdulmunem R. Abdulmunem1, Hussain Saad Abd1

ABSTRACT
Low toxicity, high biodegradability, renewability and high viscosity index of the plant (vegetable) oils
made it have immense potential to replace the mineral cooling fluids. This study aims to evaluate the wear and
friction behaviour characteristics of the corn fluid as a renewable bio-fluid resource. Base on the ASTM G-99
standard, behaviour characteristics of fluid were examined in terms of kinematic viscosity, friction force,
coefficient of friction, wear scar diameter, and flash temperature parameter. Each experiment was do during one
hour and 800 rpm as a rotation speed of disk and under four different loads 5,10,15,20 kg using the ball on disk
tester, the (Mobil hydraulic fluid 424) used as a mineral cooling hydraulic fluid sample for compared the results.
Based on the results, it was found that under low loads (5 and 10kg) the performance of vegetable fluid (corn) is
better than the mineral hydraulic fluid (463.38 & 469.84 µm under 5kg and 567.1&593.74 µm under 10 kg
respectively), also the values of friction coefficient of vegetable fluids were lower under high load as in the case
of normal load 20 kg., which was 0.0159 for the corn and 0.0230 for the mineral fluid. Finally, it is concluded
that the corn fluid could be an alternative renewable working cooling fluid due to its adequate performance.
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INTRODUCTION
The working fluids play a large and important role in most mechanical engineering and industrial
applications, whether as a metal working fluids, lubricating oils, cooling fluids or hydraulic liquids for transfer
the motion and energy. Because of the rapid development of engine industry technology and the ease of
production the mineral fluids from crude oil, Hydraulic and working fluids extensively utilized today are mineral
based liquids or synthetic fluids and the working fluids properties have been optimized to suit the systems,
motor, equipment’s requirements they are widely used. However, increasing the environmental problems
because of the pollution (approximately 12 million tons of mineral fluids waste are released into rivers,
agricultural land and environment) and growing interest in the environment have led to increased search and
develop for new and environmentally friendly sources of working fluids, lubricant and oils that cause relatively
less damage to the environment and make them compatible with requirements of the machines, these liquids
(bio-fluids) are classified as renewable, sustainable resources ,natural, biodegradability and non- toxic [1-4].
With the beginning of the last century, there have been global attempts to test vital biodegradabilityfluids such as plant (vegetable) oils as alternatives to mineral fluids in industrial and engineering fields which
being environmentally friendly [5]. Most studies have shown that vegetable fluids have potential use as
biodegradable fluids in different applications which including hydraulic fluids, lubricant and working fluids
[6;7].In reviewing the literature, various studies related to the bio-fluids properties have been carried out for
example: evaluated the characterization of the palm oil and palm olein oil (vegetable fluids) as a metal shaping
liquid [8; 9] and investigated the potential of plant fluids as a bio-hydraulic fluid [10;11]. As a hydraulic fluid,
Physical properties of the empty bunches of fruit and jatropha oil were examined using the four-ball machine
[12]. Most previous studies have found that plant oil has shown satisfactory results and has the potential to be
widely used in mechanical engineering and industrial applications. Blend of the palm olein with the (TertiaryButyl-Hydroquinone) as anti–oxidation was investigated as a bio-fluid by using the four- ball tester, the
outcomes revealed that the additional (TBHQ) exhibited reduction in friction coefficient and provide a smooth
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surface roughness. In another study the tribological properties of the palm-oil-based nano fluid which was
blended with (CuO) nanoparticles by using the pin on disk tribometer, the outcomes show that the properties of
the palm-oil-based fluid were improved with the presence of copper oxide nanoparticles, showing huge
reductions in coefficient of friction and the diameter of wear scar[13;14] .This paper investigates the corn oil
behavior characteristics as a potential hydraulic bio-based fluid under four different loads 5,10,15,20 kg using
the ball on disk tester.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Apparatus
For carry out the required tests in this investigation, the ball on disk machine as shown in Figure.1 was
utilized [15;16]. It is an integrated rig managed by a specific data acquisition system through a personal
computer (PC), this machine can be used to conduct a lot of tests concerning the operating fluids, lubricant and
hydraulic fluids of all kinds under a broad range of tests and conditions. This device consists of a metal flat disc
(165*8mm Stainless steel) driven by an electric motor at a specified rotational speed a fixed metal ball (EIS52100 chrome-alloy steel. 12.7mm diameter of ball, 25 grade Eb and 64-66 Hardness-R.WC hardness test) is
installed on the disk under specific load by using a set of weights. According to the standard test (ASTMG-99),
Each experiment was do during an hour, 800rpm as a rotation speed of disk, oil temperature was set under 75°C
and under four different normal loads 5,10,15,20 kg.
Ball specimen
Counter disk

Lever mechanism

Motor

Load
Electric on/off switch

Figure 1. Ball on disk tester machine
Fluid Samples
In current experimental work, two types of fluid were utilized: first the bio-fluid which was the
vegetable corn oil and the second sample was the mineral hydraulic fluid (Mobil hydraulic fluid 424). For, each
test, 10 ml of fluid was used.
Viscosity and Viscosity Index
Mineral -based hydraulic fluid has a variety of desirable characteristics, including lubricating and antiwear and friction properties, so it is often the preferred fluid for hydraulic systems. For these uses, petroleum
fluid is highly refined to remove undesirable chemicals while other chemicals, such as additives, are added to
improve the oil’s performance. One of these performances index is a viscosity and viscosity index. Because oil’s
viscosity changes with temperature, it is always expressed at a reference temperature, usually 100°C and 40°C.
Viscosity is measured with a viscometer.
Viscosity index numbers (unite less) are devised on a scale of zero to 100, which indicates the extent of
viscosity change. Thus 0 indicates a fluid with the greatest change over a certain temperature while 100 indicates
a fluid with the least change over a certain temperature. All other fluids fall within these extremes.
Wear Scar Diameter
To study the performance characteristics of vegetable fluid (corn oil) and compare the performance with
the characteristic of mineral hydraulics fluid in this study, diameter of the wear scar (WSD) in the ball surface
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was measured after 60 mins of operation the ball on disk machine, where the diameter was determined by using
the digital electronic microscope (high magnification).
Friction Force and Coefficient of Friction
By using the Winducom program, which is connected by the personal computer to the ball on the disk
machine, the different values of the friction force are recorded during the test period (1 hour). The recorded
results show that the friction force starts increasing gradually with the start of the test and after a short period (5
mints) the friction force values begin to stabilize. Using the measured friction force values, the value of the
friction coefficient(μ) is calculated [14] using the following equation:

𝜇 = 𝐹 ∙ 𝑁 −1

(1)

Flash Temperature Parameter (FTP)
The flash temperature or the flash temperature parameter (FTP) is the most important characteristics
that must be calculated for the fluids because it gives a clear representation of the ability of the fluid to withstand
operating conditions or test before the collapse [15]. High flash value gives positive perception of fluid
efficiency to work in different working conditions.
Equation 2 can be used to calculate a value of the flash temperature parameter:

𝐹𝑇𝑃 =

𝑊
(𝑊𝑆𝐷)1.4

(2)

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Behavior characteristics (viscosity - temperature relationship, dimensions of the wear area, anti-friction
performance and the parameter of the flash temperature) for the corn fluid (as a renewable bio-fluid) and mineral
hydraulic fluid were examined accorediting to the ASTM G99 standard and the all results were displayed
through a variety of the shapes (2-7) and discussed in subsequent paragraphs separately.

Vescosity (mm2/s)

Viscosity - Temperature Relationship
The viscosity of fluids and oils is an important characteristic which plays an important role directly or
indirectly in the performance of machines and engines. In this study the kinetic viscosity of the fluid samples
was examined at different temperatures 40,75 and 100°C. The relationship between the viscosity (including the
error bares series with 5 % value) & temperature obtained from this test appears in Figure 2.
From this figure, can observe that there is an inverse relationship between the temperature and viscosity
for the both fluid samples (plant and mineral fluid) [16;17]. From same figure, also could be observed that there
is a convergence of viscosity values for both types of fluids (corn and mineral hydraulic) at high temperatures. in
addition, The figure 2. shows indirectly that the viscosity index for vegetable fluid (corn) was higher than the
viscosity index value for the mineral hydraulic fluid.
Vegetable fluid
Hydraulic fluid
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Figure 2. Viscosity and temperature relationship for fluid samples
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Wear Scar Diameter
After determining the diameters of the wear area for the research samples (three balls lubricated with
hydraulic and corn fluid) under different normal loads within 60 minutes (test period) by using the SEM
scanning electron microscope, these results were presented graphically as shown in Figures 3 (a, b, c and d) and
4. By looking at these figures, it could noticeable that there is an increase in the value of the wear diameter over
time for both fluid samples (vegetable and mineral) , then the value of the wear diameter become more stabilizes.
In addition, could note that in the low loads (5 and 10kg) the performance of vegetable fluid (corn) is better than
mineral hydraulic fluid (463.38 & 469.84 µm under 5kg and 567.1& 593.74 µm under 10 kg respectively). On
the other hand, mineral hydraulic fluid appears to perform better in terms of the diameter of the wear scar
compared to corn fluid under high loads 15and 20kg (657.38 & 694.47 µm under 15 kg and 740.41 & 750.62 µm
under 20kg respectively), This behavior occurs because the metallic soap film in the vegetable oil is rubbed
away from the contact area under high loads.
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Figure 3. Wear scar diameter and time relationship under: a) 5kg, b) 10kg, c) 15kg, d) 20kg
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Figure 4. Wear scar diameter and load relationship
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Coefficients of Frictions
After calculating the values of friction coefficient using Equation (1) and depending on the values of
friction torque which recorded directly from the ball on disk machine by using the data acquisition system, a
comparison was made between the values of the friction coefficients for the vegetable and mineral fluids under
various loads which presented in the figures 5(a, b, c and d) and 6 under different loads.
From the two Figures 5 and 6 could be observed that the values of the friction coefficient began
decreasing gradually over time and also noted that the values of friction coefficient of vegetable fluids are lower
at high load as in the case of normal load 20 kg., which was 0.0159 and 0.0230 for the corn and mineral fluid
respectively, this result can be attributed to the long chain fatty acid and the esters which are known as active
anti-friction materials [18-25].
Basing on the outcomes in the figures 5 and 6 can be depended the reality, that the biodegradable fluid
like the corn fluid has powerful action as a friction reducing (anti-friction fluid).
Flash Temperature Parameter
Basing on the diameters of the wear area (average value of the three diameters for each test) under
various normal loads (5-20kg) and by utilizing the equation No 2, results of the flash temperature parameters
(FTP) were calculated and presented graphically as shown in Figures 4. from this figure could be seen that there
is an increase in the value of the flash temperature parameters with increasing the value of the normal load for
both fluid samples (corn and the mineral hydraulic fluid), and could be seen also, the performance of vegetable
fluid (corn) and mineral fluid were comparable to each other under most the values of loads (14.67 and 14.39 for
the corn and hydraulic fluid respectively under 5kg and 29.88 and 30.46 for the corn and hydraulic fluid
respectively under 20kg).
In addition, could be observed that under low normal load (5 and 10kg) vegetable fluid (corn) shown
preferable performance (lubricity) compared to the hydraulic fluid sample (22.12 and 20.74 for the corn and
hydraulic fluid respectively under 10kg).
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Figure 5. Coefficient of friction and time relationship under: a) 5kg, b) 10kg, c) 15kg, d) 20kg
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Figure 6. Coefficient of friction and load relationship
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Figure 7. Flash temperature parameter and load relationship
CONCLUSIONS
Basing on the results, it can be concluded that:
• Values of the wear scar diameters versus time and under low normal loads indicate good anti -wear
performance of the corn fluid compared to the mineral hydraulic fluid.
• Results of the coefficient of friction under high loads referred to a lower value of coefficient of friction
(good anti-friction performance) compared to the mineral hydraulic fluid.
• The overall evaluation results (viscosity, wear scar diameter, coefficient of friction and the flash
temperature parameter) of the corn fluid shows adequate performance as an alternative renewable
working fluid.
NOMENCLATURE
μ
F
N
W
WSD

frictions coefficients
frictional force(N)
apply loads(N)
applied loads(kg)
scar diameter of wear (mm)
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